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MOSQUITO TRAP 

 

The application relates to an improved vector trap. 

 

Bite of female mosquitoes can transmit dangerous diseases like 5 

malaria, dengue fever, and West Nile virus. The female mosqui-

toes bite animals or human beings to suck out tiny amounts of 

blood for reproducing. The blood contains protein that allows 

the female mosquitoes to produce eggs. After this, the female 

mosquitoes lay their eggs in water. Larvae then hatch from the 10 

eggs. The larvae live in the water, straining organic matter 

from the water for sustenance. The larvae then transform into 

pupae and the pupae later transform into adult mosquitoes. 

 

It is an object of the application to provide an improved mos-15 

quito trap. 

 

Fig. 1 illustrates a top view of a mosquito trap, 

Fig. 2 illustrates a front cross-sectional view of the mos-

quito trap of Fig. 1 taken along a sectional line A-20 

A, 

Fig. 3 illustrates another front cross-sectional view of 

the mosquito trap of Fig. 1 taken along a sectional 

line B-B, 

Fig. 4 illustrates a side cross-sectional view of water 25 

pipe connections of the mosquito trap of Fig. 1 tak-

en along a sectional line C-C, 

Fig. 5 illustrates a part of the water pipe connections of 

Fig. 4, 

Fig. 6 illustrates a top view of the water pipe connections 30 

of Fig. 4, 

Fig. 7  illustrates an opening of a steel tube of the mos-

quito trap of Fig. 1, 
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Fig. 8 illustrates a control module of the mosquito trap of 

Fig. 1, 

Fig. 9 illustrates a further control module of the mosquito 

trap of Fig. 1, 

Fig. 10 illustrates a front view of a centrifugal pump of 5 

the mosquito trap of Fig. 1, 

Fig. 11 illustrates a front cross-sectional view of a satel-

lite mosquito-breeding unit of the mosquito trap of 

Fig. 1, 

Fig. 12 illustrates a top view of the satellite mosquito-10 

breeding unit of the mosquito trap of Fig. 1, 

Fig. 13 illustrates a power supply timer device of the mos-

quito trap of Fig. 1, 

Fig. 14 illustrates a first state of a water level sensor 

device of the mosquito trap of Fig. 1, 15 

Fig. 15 illustrates a second state of the water level sensor 

of Fig. 14, 

Fig. 16 illustrates an operating voltage of the water level 

sensor of Fig. 14, 

Fig. 17 illustrates a method of operating the mosquito trap 20 

of Fig. 1, the method comprises a filling step and a 

purging step, 

Fig. 18 illustrates a method for managing of the filling 

step of Fig. 17, 

Fig. 19 illustrates a method for managing of the purging 25 

step of Fig. 17, 

Fig. 20 illustrates a first operating main cycle of the 

method of Fig. 17, 

Fig. 21 illustrates a filling micro-cycle of the first oper-

ating main cycle of Fig. 20, 30 

Fig. 22 illustrates a purging micro-cycle of the first oper-

ating main cycle of Fig. 20, 

Fig. 23 illustrates a second operating main cycle of the 

method of Fig. 17, 
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Fig. 24 illustrates a filling micro-cycle of the second op-

erating main cycle of Fig. 23, 

Fig. 25 illustrates a purging micro-cycle of the second op-

erating main cycle of Fig. 2, 

Fig. 26 illustrates a third operating main cycle of the 5 

method of Fig. 17, 

Fig. 27 illustrates a measurement frequency of the third 

main operating cycle of the method of Fig. 24, 

Fig. 28 illustrates a display of a local server of the mos-

quito trap of Fig. 1, 10 

Fig. 29 illustrates a report of the local server of the mos-

quito trap of Fig. 1, 

Fig. 30 illustrates an embodiment the mosquito trap of Fig. 

1 with a mosquito disturbance light, 

Fig. 31 illustrates another embodiment the mosquito trap of 15 

Fig. 1 with an improved purging pump, 

Fig. 32 illustrates a management web server that is communi-

catively connected to the local server of Fig. 28, 

Fig. 33 illustrates a variant of the mosquito trap 10 of 

Fig. 1, 20 

Fig. 34 illustrates a further method of operating the mos-

quito trap 10 of Fig. 1, and 

Fig. 35 illustrates a state diagram of the mosquito trap 10 

of Fig. 1. 

 25 

In the following description, details are provided to describe 

embodiments of the application. It shall be apparent to one 

skilled in the art, however, that the embodiments may be prac-

ticed without such details. 

 30 

Some parts of the embodiments have similar parts. The similar 

parts may have same names or similar part numbers. The de-

scription of one part applies by reference to another similar 
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part, where appropriate, thereby reducing repetition of text 

without limiting the disclosure. 

 

Fig. 1 shows a mosquito trap 10. The mosquito trap 10 includes 

a mosquito harvest module 13 and a control module 16 being 5 

connected to the mosquito harvest module 13. 

 

Referring to the mosquito harvest module 13, it comprises a 

filling unit 19, a purging unit 22, and a plurality of satel-

lite mosquito-breeding units 26.  10 

 

The mosquito-breeding units 26 are arranged essentially in a 

straight line. The breeding units 26 are connected with the 

purging unit 22 via a horizontal plastic water pipe 24, as 

seen in Fig. 2. The breeding units 26 are also connected with 15 

the filling unit 19 via a horizontal plastic water pipe 20, as 

seen in Fig. 3. 

 

Referring the breeding units 26, each breeding unit 26 in-

cludes a satellite breeding container 30 with a water filling 20 

inlet 32, and with a water purging outlet 34, as seen in Figs. 

1, 4, and 6. 

 

The filling inlet 32 is placed at a bottom of the breeding 

container 30, as seen in Fig. 3. An inside of the breeding 25 

container 30 includes a bottom surface 44 with a cone shape, 

wherein the filling inlet 32 is placed connected to an upper 

part of the bottom surface 44, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The 

bottom surface 44 advantageously is inclined at an angle. The 

filling inlet 32 is positioned above the pipe 20 and is con-30 

nected to the pipe 20, as seen in Fig. 3. The pipe 20 is also 

connected to the filling unit 19. 
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The purging outlet 34 is also placed at the bottom of the 

breeding container 30, as seen in Fig. 2. The purging outlet 

34 is connected to a bottom part the bottom surface 44, as 

seen in Fig. 11. In other words, the purging outlet 34 is 

placed at a lowest area of the bottom surface 44. The purging 5 

outlet 34 is provided below the filling inlet 32 by an outlet 

height difference d. The purging outlet 34 is positioned above 

the pipe 24 and is connected to the pipe 24, as seen in Fig. 

2. The pipe 24 is also connected to the purging unit 22. 

 10 

The breeding container 30 contains water 45 and a coconut husk 

bait 46. The coconut husk bait 46 is suspended by a fastening 

means 48 such that the water 45 covers a lower portion the co-

conut husk bait 46. Gravid female mosquitoes 49 rest on an up-

per portion the coconut husk bait 46 to lay or deposit their 15 

eggs 51, as illustrated in Fig. 11. 

 

In a general sense, mosquitoes are a form of a vector. The 

vector refers to an insect or animal that passes disease from 

one person to another. 20 

 

Referring to the filling unit 19, it includes a water source 

37 and a filling container 40, as seen in Fig. 3. The water 

source 37 is placed essentially below the filling container 

40. The water source container 37 is placed below the filling 25 

container 40. 

 

The water source 37 includes a ballcock 57, a water source 

container 50, and a filling water pump 54. The filling water 

pump 54 is also called a “filling pump” for short. 30 

 

The ballcock 57 is attached to a vertical sidewall of the wa-

ter source container 50. The ballcock 57 includes a valve 63, 

a float 67, and a rod 70. The rod 70 connects the float 67 to 
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the valve 63 while the valve 63 is connected to a water supply 

line 64. The filling water pump 54 includes a body and a water 

source outlet 60. The body is essentially placed inside the 

water source container 50. The water source outlet 60 is 

placed vertically above the filling container 40. 5 

 

The filling container 40 comprises a water-filling outlet 43 

and a water overflow outlet 47. The filling outlet 43 is at-

tached to a lower part of a vertical sidewall of the filling 

container 40. The filling outlet 43 is connected to the pipe 10 

20, which is connected to the multiple filling inlets 32 of 

the breeding containers 30. The overflow outlet 47 is attached 

to an upper part of a vertical sidewall of the filling con-

tainer 40. An inlet of the overflow outlet 47 is positioned 

vertically above the water source container 50 at a pre-15 

determined water level height h, as shown in Fig. 3. An outlet 

of the overflow outlet 47 is positioned to a side of the water 

source container 50, which is outside the water source con-

tainer 50. 

 20 

Referring to the purging unit 22, it includes a purging con-

tainer 74 and a purging water pump 79, as seen in Fig. 2. The 

purging water pump 79 is essentially placed inside the purging 

container 74. The purging water pump 79 is also called a 

“purging pump” for short. 25 

 

The purging container 74 includes a water purging inlet 77 and 

a manual hibernation valve 80. The purging inlet 77 is at-

tached to a vertical sidewall of the purging container 74. The 

purging inlet 77 is also connected to the pipe 24, which is 30 

connected to several purging outlets 34 of the breeding con-

tainers 30. The hibernation valve 80 is attached to a bottom 

part of vertical sidewall of the purging container 74. Put 
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differently, the hibernation valve 80 is placed at a lowest 

area of an inside of the purging container 74. 

 

The purging water pump 79 includes a centrifugal pump 82 and a 

pipe 83, as seen in Fig. 10. One end of the pipe 83 is con-5 

nected to the centrifugal pump 82. 

 

The centrifugal pump 82 comprises a water pump inlet 84 and 

several larvae cutting blades 85. The pipe 83 includes a water 

outlet 81 and a larvae-return outlet 86. The water outlet 81 10 

is placed at a side of the purging container 74, which is out-

side the purging container 74. The water outlet 81 is posi-

tioned above a drain, which is not show in the figures. The 

pipe larvae-return outlet 86 is placed vertically above the 

purging container 74. 15 

 

As seen in Fig. 2, the breeding containers 30 and the purging 

container 74 are placed below a larvae odor lid 27. The larvae 

odor lid 27 loosely covers the breeding containers 30 and the 

purging container 74. The larvae odor lid 27 includes a plu-20 

rality of mosquito openings 28. 

 

Fig. 4 shows a horizontal steel tube 35, which is placed below 

the breeding containers 30. The breeding containers 30 rest on 

the tube 35, wherein the tube 35 supports the breeding con-25 

tainers 30. The tube 35 encloses the water pipe 20, the water 

pipe 24, as well as a supporting metal rod 36. The tube 35 is 

filled with concrete 38, which surrounds the water pipe 20, 

the water pipe 24, and the metal rod 36. The tube 35 is placed 

on a metal strip 39 and is welded to the metal strip 39. The 30 

metal strip 39 is supported by the ground. 

 

The steel tube 35 has a lateral rectangular profile with four 

corners. A first corner of the steel tube 35 is welded to the 
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metal strip 39. The metal rod 36 with the pipes 20 and 24 are 

placed next to a second corner of the rectangular profile, 

wherein the second corner is positioned opposite to the first 

corner. 

 5 

The second corner has openings, wherein shorts tubes, which 

connect the filling inlets 32 of the breeding containers 30 to 

the water pipe 20 and connect the purging outlets 34 of the 

breeding containers 30 to the water pipe 24, are placed in the 

openings. 10 

 

During construction, the metal rod 36, the pipe 20, and the 

pipe 24 placed in the tube 35. Wires 41 are then placed in the 

openings of the tube 35 to tie the metal rod 36, the pipe 20, 

and the pipe 24 tightly together, as illustrated in Fig. 5. 15 

After this, the opening is covered and is closed using as a 

tape. Liquid concrete is later poured into the tube 35.  

 

Fig. 7 shows an opening 33 of the steel tube 35. An angle 

grinder cuts out a section 31 from the steel tube 35 to form 20 

the opening 33. The rod 36 is placed inside the steel tube 35 

is welded to the opening 33. This rod 36 acts to reinforce the 

tube 35. 

 

Fig. 8 shows parts of the control module 16. The control mod-25 

ule 16 comprises a camera 100, a purging unit monitor inter-

face 103, a filling unit interface 107, a breeding unit inter-

face 108, a communication interface 109, and a local server 

111. 

 30 

The local server 111 is connected to the camera 100, to the 

purging unit interface 103, to the filling unit interface 107, 

to the breeding unit interface 108, and to the communication 

interface 109.  
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The camera 100 is pointing or is directed towards the breeding 

units 26, the purging unit 22, and the filling unit 19, as 

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

 5 

The breeding unit interface 108 is connected to water level 

sensors 112, wherein each water level sensor 112 is placed in 

one breeding container 30, as shown in Figs. 2 and 8. A barri-

er 90 separates the water level sensor 112 from the coconut 

husk bait 46, as seen in Fig. 12, preventing them from inter-10 

fering with each other. 

 

The filling unit interface 107 is connected to an ammeter 113 

and to a water level sensor 114, as shown in Figs. 3 and 8z. 

The water level sensor 114 is placed inside the filling con-15 

tainer 40. One end of the ammeter 113 is electrically connect-

ed to the filling water pump 54 while another end of the amme-

ter 113 is electrically connected to a power supply timer 

switch 119 with a time display 122. The power supply timer 

switch 119 is connected to an electrical power supply 115, 20 

which supplies 240 volts of alternating current. 

 

Similarly, the purging unit interface 103 is connected to an 

ammeter 121 and to a water level sensor 116, as shown in Figs. 

2 and 8. The water level sensor 116 is placed inside the purg-25 

ing container 74. One end of the ammeter 121 is electrically 

connected to the purging water pump 79 while another end of 

the ammeter 121 is electrically connected to a power supply 

timer switch 118 with a time display 123. The power supply 

timer switch 118 is connected to an electrical power supply 30 

117, which supplies 240 volts of alternating current. 

 

The communication interface 109 is communicatively connected 

to a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) router in a wireless 
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manner. The WLAN router is communicatively connected to a com-

puting cloud 120 in a wireless manner. The computing cloud 120 

is communicatively connected to a mosquito management web 

server 125, to a plurality of user computing terminals 127, 

and to a plurality of mobile computing devices 106, such as 5 

mobile phones with computing capabilities, in a wireless man-

ner 

 

The control module 16 also includes a Global Positioning Sys-

tem (GPS) receiver 102, which is connected to a time display 10 

104 and to the local server 111. 

 

Each of the power supply timer switch 119 and the power supply 

timer switch 118 includes a power supply timer device with a 

time display. 15 

 

Fig. 13 shows a power supply timer device 130 with a time dis-

play 131. The timer device 130 has two power sources, namely a 

main power source 132 and a backup power source 134. The timer 

device 130 also has a programmable clock 136 and a switch 138. 20 

 

The programmable clock 136 and the local server 111 with its 

connected devices are completely independent from each other 

and are not interconnected.  

 25 

The programmable clock 136 can comprise mechanical or electri-

cal clockwork. Programmable clocks or time switches are avail-

able from the Omron company, for example type H5S, which has a 

weekly cycle operation. 

 30 

One terminal of the switch 138 is connected to the main power 

supply 132 while another terminal of the switch 138 is con-

nected to a water pump 135. An activation port of the switch 
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138 is connected to the clock 138. The switch 138 can be im-

plemented as a relay. 

 

The main power supply 132 is also connected to a step down 

transformer 137, which is connected to a power input of the 5 

clock 138. The backup power source 134 is also connected to 

the power input of the clock 138.  

 

Each water level sensor 112, 114, or 116 includes a level sen-

sor device. 10 

 

Figs. 14 and 15 depict a water level sensor device 140. The 

water level sensor device 140 includes an elongated floating 

body 142 with an electrical cable 148. One end of the electri-

cal cable 148 is connected to an end part of the floating body 15 

142.  

 

The floating body 142 includes a metal pin 152, an elongated 

cylindrical plug 155, a movable metal ball 158, a long pin 

weight 160, and a short plug float 162. The cylindrical plug 20 

155 includes an inner elongated metal cylinder 164.  

 

The metal ball 158 is placed inside the metal cylinder 164, 

wherein the metal ball 158 is electrically contacting with the 

metal cylinder 164 in a constant manner. One end of the pin 25 

152 is inserted into a first end of the cylindrical plug 155 

such that the pin 152 and the cylindrical plug 155 are not in 

direct electrical contact. The pin 152 is also inserted into 

the pin weight 160 such that the pin 152 is connected to the 

pin weight 160. The pin 152 is also connected to the electri-30 

cal cable 148. A second end of the cylindrical plug 155 is in-

serted into the plug float 162 and is connected to the plug 

float 162. 
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The floating body 142 also includes a light emitting diode 

(LED) 149, which is positioned at an outer part of the second 

end of the cylindrical plug 155. 

 

In a general sense, the breeding units 26 can be arranged in 5 

different ways, such as a straight line or a rectangle. 

 

In one implementation, the mosquito trap 10 has a length of 

about 4 meters. The breeding units 26 have a width of about 

0.2 meters. 10 

 

In use, the mosquito trap 10 is often located in a shelter to 

attract nearby gravid or pregnant female mosquitoes for depos-

iting or laying their eggs. The mosquito trap 10 then damages 

or kills these eggs as well as larvae of these eggs. 15 

 

The mosquito harvest module 13 serves to attract the gravid 

female mosquitoes. The control module 16 monitors parts of the 

mosquito harvest module 13.  

 20 

The filling unit 19 is used for filling the breeding units 26 

with water. The breeding units 26 attract nearby pregnant fe-

male mosquitoes to the water to lay their eggs. The purging 

unit 22 removes the water together with the eggs and larvae of 

the eggs from the breeding units 26, wherein the removal also 25 

damages and kills these eggs and larvae. 

 

Referring to the filling unit 19, the ballcock 57 allows water 

from the water supply line 64 to fill the water source con-

tainer 50 until a level or height of the water reaches a pre-30 

determined water level. In particular, the float 67 acts to 

stay on a surface of water in the water source container 50. 

The position of the float 67 acts to adjust an angle of the 

lever 70, which serves to determine an operating state of the 
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valve 63. When the lever angle is below a pre-determined val-

ue, the state of the valve 63 is open. The open valve 63 al-

lows the water supply line 64 to supply water to the water 

source container 50. Similarly, when the lever angle is above 

the pre-determined value, the state of the valve 63 is closed. 5 

This stops the water supply line 64 from supplying water to 

the water source container 50. 

 

The power supply timer switch 119 serves to connect the elec-

trical power supply 115 to the filling water pump 54 at pre-10 

determined periods and to disconnect the electrical power sup-

ply 115 from the filling water pump 54 at other times. The 

connection enables the electrical power supply 115 to provide 

an electrical current to flow from the electrical power supply 

115 to the filling water pump 54, thereby providing electrical 15 

energy from the electrical power supply 115 to the filling wa-

ter pump 54. 

 

The energized filling water pump 54 transfers water from the 

water source container 50 to the water source outlet 60 and to 20 

the filling container 40. Water in the filling container 40, 

then acted by gravitational forces, flows from the filling 

container 40 to the breeding containers 30. 

 

The time display 122 shows a measured time of the power supply 25 

timer switch 119, thereby allowing a user to check the meas-

ured time easily. This is useful as the mosquito trap 10 is 

intended for deploying outdoors. The accuracy of the measured 

time is important as this time is used to regulate the connec-

tion of the electrical power supply 115 to the filling water 30 

pump 54. 

 

The filling outlet 43 allows water to flow from the filling 

container 40 to the horizontal water pipe 20. 
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The water then flows from the horizontal water pipe 20 to the 

filling inlets 32 and flows to the satellite breeding contain-

ers 30. 

 5 

In effect, this flow allows a water level of the filling con-

tainer 40 and a water level of the breeding containers 30 to 

be the same essentially. This allows water to flow from the 

filling container 40 to the breeding containers 30. 

 10 

The overflow outlet 47 prevents water in the filling container 

40 from exceeding the pre-determined water level height h. The 

overflow outlet 47 allows water in the filling container 40 to 

flow out of the filling container 40 when the water level ex-

ceeds the pre-determined water level height h. In other words, 15 

even when a malfunction, wherein the filling water pump 54 is 

activated longer than designed, the overflow outlet 47 pre-

vents the breeding containers 30 from having excessive amount 

of water. 

 20 

The water level sensor 114 measures a water level of the fill-

ing container 40. 

 

The ammeter 113 measures an electrical current of the electri-

cal power supply 115. 25 

 

In one embodiment, the ammeter 113 provides an off electrical 

current state reading, an on electrical current state reading, 

and an overload electrical current state reading of the elec-

trical power supply 115. These state readings allow for easy 30 

implement of the ammeter 113 and allow for reduction of meas-

urement data for easy transmission of the data. 
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Referring to the breeding units 26, the breeding containers 30 

attracts nearby gravid female mosquitoes to lay their eggs. 

 

The fastening means 48 allows a lower part of the coconut husk 

bait 46 to submerge in water. 5 

 

The coconut husk bait 46 acts to attract nearby gravid female 

mosquitoes to the breeding containers 30. An upper part of the 

coconut husk bait 46, which is not covered by water, provide a 

place for mosquitoes to rest, wherein the mosquitoes deposit 10 

their eggs in the water. 

 

The larvae odor lid 27 allows larvae odor, which acts as a 

mosquito attractant, to spread from the purging container 74 

to around the breeding containers 30. 15 

 

The mosquito openings 28 allow nearby mosquitoes to enter the 

inside of the breeding containers 30. The gravid mosquitoes 

later lay their eggs in the water of the breeding containers 

30. Larvae then hatch from these eggs. The mosquito larvae are 20 

mobile within confines of the water. Most mosquito larvae come 

to the water surface to breath. When the water is disturbed, 

the larvae dive to the bottom of the water. Most larvae also 

dive to the bottom to feed. 

 25 

The inclined bottom surface 44 of the breeding container 30 

enables larvae and eggs, which are located at the bottom of 

the breeding container 30, to flow easily to the purging out-

let 34 when the breeding container 30 is purged of water. 

 30 

The water level sensor 112 measures a water level of the 

breeding container 30 while the barrier 90 prevents the coco-

nut husk bait 46 from interfering with the movement of the wa-

ter level sensor 112. 
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Referring to the purging unit 22, it acts to purge the mosqui-

to-breeding units 26 of its water together with its eggs and 

larvae. 

 5 

The power supply timer switch 118 connects the electrical pow-

er supply 117 to the purging water pump 79 at pre-determined 

periods and to disconnect the electrical power supply 117 from 

the purging water pump 79 at other times. The connection ena-

bles the electrical power supply 117 to provide an electrical 10 

current to the purging water pump 79, thereby providing elec-

trical energy from the electrical power supply 117 to the 

purging water pump 79. 

 

The energized purging water pump 79 acts to transfer water 15 

from the purging container 74 to outside of the purging con-

tainer 74. Then, water in the breeding containers 30, acted by 

gravitational forces, flow from the breeding containers 30 to 

the purging container 74. 

 20 

The time display 123 shows a measured time of the power supply 

timer switch 118, thereby allowing a user to check the meas-

ured time easily. This is useful as the mosquito trap 10 is 

intended for deploying outdoors. The accuracy of the measured 

time is important as this time is used to regulate the connec-25 

tion of the electrical power supply 117 to the purging water 

pump 79. 

 

The purging inlet 77 allows water to flow from horizontal wa-

ter pipe 24 to the purging container 74.  30 

 

The water then flows from the purging outlets 34 to the hori-

zontal water pipe 24. After this, water flows from the breed-

ing containers 30 to the purging outlets 34. The inclination 
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of the bottom surfaces 44 advantageously urges any egg or lar-

vae at the bottom of the breeding containers 30 to flow to-

wards the purging outlets 34. 

 

In effect, this flow allows a water level of the purging con-5 

tainer 40 and a water level of the breeding containers 30 to 

be the same essentially. This allows water to flow from the 

breeding containers 30 to the purging container 40, and to the 

outside of the purging container 40. 

 10 

The energized centrifugal pump 82 serves to force water in the 

purging container 74 to the water pump inlet 84. In detail, 

the larvae cutting blades 85 force water in the purging con-

tainer 74 together with its eggs and larvae to the water pump 

inlet 84, wherein the larvae cutting blades 85 also cut and 15 

damage these eggs and larvae. In other words, the larvae cut-

ting blades 85 of the centrifugal pump 82 kill these eggs and 

larvae. 

 

The water pump inlet 84 allows water together with the eggs 20 

and larvae in the purging container 74 to flow to the water 

outlet 81 and to flow to the larvae-return outlet 86. A por-

tion of the water in the purging container 74 flows to the wa-

ter outlet 81, and from there to the drain. Another portion of 

the water in the purging container 74 flows to the larvae-25 

return outlet 86, and back to the purging container 74. 

 

The water outlet 81 allows the water from the water pump inlet 

84 to flow out of the purging container 74 and to the drain. 

 30 

In contrast, the larvae-return outlet 86 allows a portion of 

the water from the water pump inlet 84 together with its dam-

aged eggs and larvae to flow back into or to return back to 

the purging container 74. 
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This return step provides several functions. One function is 

to cut the larvae into pieces. Another function is to allows 

generation of larvae odor, which acts a mosquito attractant. 

This odor is similar to the occur that occurs when the mosqui-5 

to pupae skin splits before the mosquito emerges. 

 

This return of the damaged eggs and larvae back the water pump 

inlet 84 allows a portion of the larvae to remain in the purg-

ing container 74. This portion of the larvae is used to gener-10 

ate larvae odor, which is allowed to spread from the purging 

container 74 to around the breeding containers 30. 

 

A further function of the return is to make sure that any lar-

vae being present in the remaining water at the bottom of the 15 

purging container is killed during purging. 

 

The hibernation valve 80 is intended to be actuated manually 

and it allows water to be drained essentially completely from 

the purging container 74 and from the breeding containers 30. 20 

 

The water level sensor 116 measures a water level of the purg-

ing container 74. 

 

The ammeter 121 measures electrical current of the electrical 25 

power supply 117. 

 

In a special embodiment, instead of providing current read-

ings, the ammeter 114 provides current state readings, namely 

an off electrical current state reading, an on electrical cur-30 

rent state reading, and an overload electrical current state 

reading of the electrical power supply 115. These readings al-

low for simple design and easy implementation of the ammeter 

114. 
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As seen above, the removal of water from the breeding contain-

ers 30 is done without use of electric valves. This removal of 

water works well even in dirty environments, which can clog 

and can cause the valves to stop working. 5 

 

The connection of the filling container 40 with the breeding 

containers 30 allows for easy and reliable filling of the 

breeding containers 30 with just one pump. Similarly, the con-

nection of the purging container 74 with the breeding contain-10 

ers 30 allows for easy and reliable purging of the breeding 

containers 30 with just one pump. 

 

Referring to the power timer device 130, the main power supply 

132 provides 240 volts of alternating current to one terminal 15 

of the switch 138 and to the step-down transformer 137.  

 

The step-down transformer 137 provides a step-down voltage of 

the main power supply 132, then converts an electrical current 

of the step-down voltage from alternating current (AC) to di-20 

rect current (DC), and later provides this to the clock 138. 

 

The backup power source 134 also provides power to the clock 

136.  

 25 

The dual supplies of power to the clock 136 has an advantage 

in the clock 136 continues to keep time during periods of pow-

er failure when the main power supply 132 stops providing pow-

er to the clock 136, thus increasing robustness of the power 

timer device 130. 30 

 

The clock 136 measures time, which is shown on the time dis-

play 131 for easy checking by a user.  
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The switch 138 is activated at pre-determined timings of the 

clock 136 for connecting the main power supply 132 to the wa-

ter pump 135.  

 

Referring to the water sensor device 140, it intended for 5 

placing in water of a container. 

 

The pin weight 160 urges the pin 152 towards a bottom of the 

container while the plug float 162 urges the plug 155 to a 

surface of the water. The inclination of the sensor device 140 10 

is dependent on a water level of the container. 

 

When the water level is below a pre-determined level, the sen-

sor device 140 is inclined such that the pin 152 is higher 

than the plug 155. This inclination causes the ball 158 to 15 

roll away from the pin 152. The metal ball 158 is electrically 

connected with the metal cylinder 164 and is not in electri-

cally connected with the pin 152, as illustrated in Fig. 14. 

 

When the water level is above the pre-determined level, the 20 

sensor device 140 is inclined such that the pin 152 is lower 

than the plug 155. This then causes the metal ball 158 to roll 

towards the pin 152. The metal ball 158 is electrically con-

nected with the pin 152 and also is electrically connected 

with the metal cylinder 164, as illustrated in Fig. 15. In ef-25 

fect, the pin 152 is electrically connected with the metal 

cylinder 164, via the metal ball 158. 

 

In effect, the inclination of the water sensor device 140 pro-

vides a low state reading or a high state reading of the water 30 

level. 

 

In practice, the pin 152 is connected to one terminal of an 

external electrical connectivity measurement device by the ca-
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ble 148 while the metal cylinder 164 is connected to another 

terminal of the external electrical connectivity measurement 

device by the cable 148. The electrical connectivity measure-

ment device is not shown in the figures.  

 5 

The connectivity measurement device sends a periodic high 

voltage pulse to the water sensor device 140, as illustrated 

in Fig. 16. 

 

The LED 149 provides a blinking light to a user when the volt-10 

age pulse shows a connection between the pin 152 and the metal 

cylinder 164. In effect, the LED 149 provides an visual indi-

cation of the water level status of the container. 

 

Referring to the control module 16, the camera 100 is used for 15 

taking pictures or images of the breeding units 26, the purg-

ing unit 22, and the filling unit 19. The camera 100 then 

transfers data of these images to the local server 111. 

 

The breeding unit interface 108 receives water level measure-20 

ments of the breeding containers 30 from the water level sen-

sors 1312. The breeding unit interface 108 transfers these wa-

ter level measurements to the local server 111. The word meas-

urement is also called “reading”. 

 25 

The filling unit interface 107 receives water level measure-

ments of the filling container 40 from the water level sensor 

114. The filling unit interface 107 later sends these water 

level measurements to the local server 111. 

 30 

The filling unit interface 107 also receives electrical cur-

rent measurements of the electrical power supply 115 from the 

ammeter 113. The filling unit interface 107 sends these elec-

trical current measurements to the local server 111. The elec-
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trical current measurements provide an indication of an opera-

tional status of the electrical power supply 115. 

 

The purging unit interface 103 receives water level measure-

ments of the purging container 74 from the water level sensor 5 

116. The purging unit interface 103 afterward transmits these 

water level measurements to the local server 111. 

 

The purging unit interface 103 also receives electrical cur-

rent measurements of the electrical power supply 117 from the 10 

ammeter 121. The purging unit interface 103 later sends the 

electrical current measurements to the local server 111. The 

electrical current measurements provide an indication of an 

operational status of the electrical power supply 117. 

 15 

The communication interface 109 allows transfer of data be-

tween the local server 111 and the mosquito management web 

server 125 via the WLAN router 110 and via the computing cloud 

120. The computing cloud 120 refers to an infrastructure al-

lows transfer of data files over the Internet. 20 

 

The local server 111 acts to process or treat data from the 

camera 100, the purging unit interface 103, the filling unit 

interface 107, the breeding unit interface 108, and the commu-

nication interface 109. The local server 111 checks the data 25 

against pre-determined limits. The local server 111 also sends 

an alert message when the data falls outside pre-determined 

limits. 

 

In a special embodiment, the local server 111 is also equipped 30 

with a Web application for sending data of the mosquito trap 

10 to a user via email. 
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The mosquito management web server 125 acts to process or 

treat data from the local server 111 and also acts to store 

these data. 

 

The user computing terminal 127 serves to display data from 5 

the mosquito management web server 125 to users and allow the 

users to provide data to the local server 111 for controlling 

the mosquito harvest module 13. 

 

The mobile computing device 106 serves to exchange data with 10 

the local server 111 with the web server 125 via the computing 

cloud 120. 

 

The GPS receiver 102 acts to receive positional data from sat-

ellites. The GPS receiver 102 uses these positional data to 15 

determine a geographical position of the mosquito trap 10. The 

local server 111 can later send the geographical position to a 

user for enabling the user to locate the mosquito trap 10 

without difficulty. 

 20 

These GPS receiver 102 also serves to receive time data from 

the satellites. The time display 104 then shows or displays 

this time data. A user can then afterward view the display 

unit and use the displayed time for manually synchronizing 

other time displays 122 and 123 of the mosquito trap 10 with 25 

the time display 104. This ensures a good operation of the 

mosquito trap 10. 

 

In summary, the local server 111 acts as a control processor 

for monitoring an electrical current of a filling pump as well 30 

as an electrical current of a purging pump. The control pro-

cessor also monitors water levels of breeding containers, of a 

purging container, and of a filling container. 
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In one embodiment, the time display 104, which is associated 

with the GPS receiver 102, is arranged or provided in the vi-

cinity of the time display 122 and also in the vicinity of the 

time display 123 for easy synchronization. The time display 

122 is associated with the power supply timer switch 119. The 5 

time display 123 is associated with the power supply timer 

switch 118. 

 

In a further embodiment, each time display 104, 122, or 123 

comprises a display button. The display button is used for ac-10 

tivating the respective time display 104, 122, or 123 to show 

its time data. A user can then view the time data and synchro-

nize the time data of the time displays 104, 122, and 123. 

 

The display button allows the user to activate the time dis-15 

play 104, 122, or 123 to show its time data as and when need-

ed. At other times, the time display 104, 122, or 123 can 

cease showing its time data to conserve its energy. 

 

In a general sense, the centrifugal pump 82 can be replaced by 20 

other means for cutting and damaging the mosquito eggs and 

larvae. 

 

Fig. 9 shows a further control module 16a. The control module 

16a includes parts of the control module 16. 25 

 

The control module 16a includes wireless interfaces 103a, 

107a, and 108a, which replaces the interfaces 103, 107, and 

108 respectively. 

 30 

The control module 16a also includes a wireless GPS receiver 

102a, which replaces the GPS receiver 102. 
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Each of these wireless interfaces 103a, 107a, and 108a com-

prises a wireless transmitter for providing a unidirectional 

data connection from the respective sensor to the local server 

111. The wireless transmitter also enables the local server 

111 to be placed remotely away from the breeding containers 5 

30. 

 

In effect, the wireless transmitter provides a data link be-

tween sensors and the local server 111. The sensors include 

the ammeters 113 and 121 as well as the water level sensors 10 

114 and 116. 

 

The wireless GPS receiver 102a includes a pair of wireless 

transceivers. The wireless transceivers provide a bi-

directional data connection between the local server 111 and 15 

the time display 104. The wireless transceivers also allow the 

local server 111 to be placed remotely away from the breeding 

containers 30. 

 

As can be seen above, the embodiments provide a removal of wa-20 

ter from the breeding containers 30 without use of electric 

valves. This is important as this allows the removal of water 

to work well even in dirty environments, which can easily clog 

the valves. 

 25 

The communication among the filling container 40, the purging 

container 74, and the breeding containers 30 allows for easy 

and reliable filling as well as easy and reliable purging of 

the breeding containers 30 with just two pumps. 

 30 

Fig. 17 shows a flow chart 270 of a method for operating the 

mosquito trap 10. 
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The flow chart 270 includes a filling step 271 and a purging 

step 272. 

 

The filling step 271 acts to fill the satellite breeding con-

tainers 30 with water. 5 

 

The filling step 271 includes a step of the filling unit power 

supply timer switch 119 connecting the electrical power supply 

115 to the filling water pump 54. An electrical current then 

flows from the electrical power supply 115 to the filling wa-10 

ter pump 54. This flow energizes the filling water pump 54, 

thereby allowing the filling water pump 54 to fill the filling 

container 40 with water. Under gravitational force, the water 

in the filling container 40 then flows to the satellite breed-

ing containers 30. 15 

 

The filling unit power supply timer switch 119 then discon-

nects the electrical power supply 115 from the filling water 

pump 54 and the filling water pump 54 ceases from filling the 

satellite breeding containers 30 with water. 20 

 

The coconut husk bait 46 later attracts pregnant female mos-

quitoes to the satellite breeding containers 30, in a step 

274. 

 25 

The mosquitoes then lay their eggs in the water of the breed-

ing containers, in a step 278. 

 

The filling step 271 is followed by the purging step 272. 

 30 

The purging step 272 includes a step of the purging unit power 

supply timer 118 connecting the electrical power supply 117 to 

the purging water pump 79. An electrical current then flows 
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from the electrical power supply 117 to the purging water pump 

79. This flow acts to energize the purging water pump 79.  

 

The purging water pump 79 then removes water from the purging 

container 74. Under gravitational force, water in the satel-5 

lite breeding containers 30 with its eggs and larvae then 

flows to the purging container 74 and from there to a drain, 

in a step 282. 

 

The inclined bottom surfaces 44 of the satellite breeding con-10 

tainers 30 urge or encourage any remaining eggs and larvae in 

the water at the bottom of the breeding containers 30 to move 

to the purging outlets 34 of the satellite breeding containers 

30, in a step 284. 

 15 

The blades of the purging container 74 then cuts and kills the 

eggs and the larvae in the water of the purging container 74, 

in a step 285. 

 

After this, a portion of the damaged eggs and larvae flows 20 

back or returns to the purging container 74 via the larvae-

return outlet 86 of the purging water pump 79, in a step 289. 

 

The odor of the damaged larvae afterward spreads from the 

purging container 74 to around the satellite breeding contain-25 

ers 30. The larvae odor at the satellite breeding containers 

30 acts for attracting mosquitoes to the satellite breeding 

containers 30, in a step 292. 

 

The purging unit power supply timer 118 later disconnects the 30 

electrical power supply 117 from the purging water pump 79. 

The purging water pump 79 then ceases to remove water from the 

satellite breeding containers 30.  
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Fig. 18 shows a flow chart 220 of a method of managing the 

filling cycle of the above operating method. The flow chart 

220 includes an operation step and a service or maintenance 

step. 

 5 

Referring to the operation step, it includes a step of the 

filling unit power supply timer switch 119 activating the 

filling water pump 54 to fill the filling container 40 with 

water. The water then flows to the satellite breeding contain-

ers 30. 10 

 

The local server 111 then checks that the filling water pump 

54 is working properly. The local server 111 performs the 

check by obtaining an electrical current reading from the am-

meter 113 via the filling unit interface 107.  15 

The local server 111 later compares the obtained electrical 

current reading against a pre-determined electrical current 

limit, in a step 230. 

 

The local server 111 afterward checks that the filling con-20 

tainer 40 is filled with water. The local server 111 performs 

this check by obtaining a water level reading from the water 

level sensor 114 via the filling unit interface 107. The local 

server 111 then compares the obtained water level reading 

against a pre-determined water level limit, in a step 235. 25 

 

The local server 111 later checks that the satellite breeding 

containers 30 are filled with water. This is done by the local 

server 111 obtaining water level readings from the water level 

sensors 112 via the breeding unit interface 108. The local 30 

server 111 then compares the obtained water level readings 

against a pre-determined water level limit, in a step 240. 
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The local server 111 afterward sends a filling status report 

to the mosquito management web server 125 via the communica-

tion interface 109. The status report includes the above com-

parison data. The local server 111 also sends images from the 

camera 100 to the mosquito management web server 125. 5 

 

The mosquito management web server 125 later sends the report 

with the images, via Short Message Service (SMS) or email, to 

a user. 

 10 

The service step is activated if any of the above comparisons 

indicate a malfunction or abnormality of the filling cycle. 

 

Referring to the service step, it includes a step of the local 

server 111 sending an alert message to the mosquito management 15 

web server 125 via the communication interface 109, in a step 

245. The mosquito management web server 125 then sends an 

alert message to a user for alerting the user about the mal-

function to request for a servicing or maintenance of the mos-

quito trap 10.  20 

 

Fig. 19 shows a flow chart 225 of a method of managing the 

purging cycle of the above operating method. The step 225 in-

cludes an operation step and a service or maintenance step. 

 25 

The operation step includes a step of the purging unit power 

supply timer switch 118 activating the purging water pump 79 

to remove water. The water then flows from the breeding con-

tainers 30 to the purging container 74. 

 30 

The local server 111 then checks that the purging water pump 

79 is working properly. The local server 111 performs this 

check by obtaining an electrical current reading from the am-

meter 121 via the purging unit interface 103.  
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The local server 111 carries out this check by obtaining an 

electrical current reading from the ammeter 121 via the purg-

ing unit interface 103. The local server 111 later compares 

the obtained electrical current reading against a pre-5 

determined electrical current limit, in a step 250. 

 

The local server 111 afterward checks that the purging con-

tainer 74 is purged of water. The local server 111 performs 

this check by obtaining a water level reading from the water 10 

level sensor 116 via the purging unit interface 103. The local 

server 111 then compares the obtained water level reading 

against a pre-determined water level limit, in a step 255. 

 

The local server 111 later checks that the breeding containers 15 

30 are purged of water. This is done by the local server 111 

obtaining water level readings from the water level sensors 

112 via the breeding unit interface 108. The local server 111 

then compares the water level readings against a pre-

determined water level limit, in a step 260. 20 

 

The local server 111 afterward sends a purging status report 

to the mosquito management web server 125 via the communica-

tion interface 109. The status report comprises the above com-

parison data. The local server 111 also sends images from the 25 

camera 100 to the mosquito management web server 125. 

 

The mosquito management web server 125 later sends the report 

together with the images, via Short Message Service (SMS) or 

email, to a user. 30 

 

The service step is activated if any of the above comparisons 

indicate a malfunction or abnormality of the purging cycle. 
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In the service step, the local server 111 sends an alert mes-

sage to the mosquito management web server 125 via the commu-

nication interface 109, in a step 265. The mosquito management 

web server 125 then sends an alert message to a user for 

alerting the user about the malfunction.  5 

 

In one implementation, the steps of managing the filling cycle 

and the steps of managing the purging cycle are performed once 

about every 6 hours, although other periods are also possible. 

 10 

Different operating cycles of the method of operating the 

breeding containers 30 are possible. 

 

Fig. 20 shows a first operating main cycle 165 of the method 

of operating the mosquito trap 10 of Fig. 17.  15 

 

The operating main cycle 165 has a period of about 3 days. The 

first operating main cycle 165 includes a filling micro-cycle 

166 and a purging micro-cycle 167. 

 20 

The first operating main cycle 165 begins with a filling mi-

cro-cycle 166, which acts to fill the breeding containers 30 

with water and it has a period of about 3 hours. 

 

After this, a breeding period occurs, wherein the water in the 25 

breeding containers 30 is allowed to rest. In other words, wa-

ter does not flow in or out of the said containers 30. This 

period allows mosquitoes to lay their eggs in the water. The 

breeding period has a period of about 66 hours. 

 30 

The purging micro-cycle 167 then occurs. The purging micro-

cycle 167 acts to remove water from the mosquito-breeding con-

tainers 30 and it has a period of about 3 hours. 
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Fig. 21 shows steps of the filling micro cycle 166 of the op-

erating main cycle 165 of Fig. 20. 

 

The filling micro-cycle 166 comprises a step 168 of providing 

power or energy to the filling water pump 54 while the purging 5 

water pump 79 is not energized. The energized filling water 

pump 54 afterward fills the breeding containers 30 with water 

while the purging water pump 79 is not working. This step 168 

has a period of about 15 minutes. The breeding containers 30 

are then filled with water. 10 

 

A step 171 of not energizing both the filling water pump 54 

and the purging water pump 79 is then performed. Both the 

filling water pump 54 and the purging water pump 79 cease from 

working. This step 171 has a period of about 2 hours and 45 15 

minutes. 

 

Fig. 22 shows steps of the purging micro-cycle 167 of the op-

erating main cycle 165. 

 20 

The purging micro-cycle 167 commences with a step 172 of not 

energizing the filling water pump 54 while energizing the 

purging water pump 79. The filling water pump 54 is then not 

working while the purging water pump 79 removes water from the 

breeding containers 30. This step has a period of about 15 25 

minutes. The water is then removed from the breeding contain-

ers 30. 

 

After this, a step 173 of not energizing both the filling wa-

ter pump 54 and the purging water pump 79 is done. Both the 30 

filling water pump 54 and the purging water pump 79 cease from 

functioning. This step has a period of about 2 hours and 45 

minutes. 
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Fig. 23 shows an alternative of the operating main cycle 165 

of Fig. 20. Fig. 23 shows a second operating main cycle 175 of 

the method of operating the mosquito trap 10 of Fig. 17. The 

second operating main cycle 175 includes a filling micro-cycle 

177 and a purging micro-cycle 176. 5 

 

Fig. 24 shows the filling micro-cycle 177 of the second oper-

ating main cycle 175. 

 

The filling micro-cycle 177 beings with a step 179 of energiz-10 

ing the filling water pump 54 and energizing the purging water 

pump 79. The energized filling water pump 54 then fills the 

breeding containers 30 with water while the energized purging 

water pump 79 removes water from the breeding containers 30. 

This action enables water to flow through the different parts 15 

of the mosquito trap 10 for dislodging any reside eggs and 

larvae in the mosquito trap 10. This step has a period of 

about 3 minutes.  

 

After this, a step 181 of not energizing the purging water 20 

pump 79 while energizing the filling water pump 54 is done. 

The filling water pump 54 afterward fills the breeding con-

tainers 30 with water while the purging water pump 79 is not 

working. This step 181 has a period of about 12 minutes. The 

breeding containers 30 are then filled with water. 25 

 

Both the filling water pump 54 and the purging water pump 79 

are not energized for a period of about 2 hours and 45 

minutes, in a step 183. 

 30 

Fig. 25 shows steps of the purging micro-cycle 176 of the sec-

ond operating main cycle 175. 
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The purging micro-cycle 176 commences with a step 185 of not 

energizing the filling water pump 54 while energizing the 

purging water pump 79. The filling water pump 54 ceases from 

working while the purging water pump 79 removes water the 

breeding container 30. This step 185 has a period of about 6 5 

minutes. The breeding containers 30 are then empty or almost 

empty at the end of this step 185. 

 

After this, the filling water pump 54 and the purging water 

pump 79 are energized in a step 187. The energized filling wa-10 

ter pump 54 then fills the breeding containers 30 with addi-

tional water while the energized purging water pump 79 removes 

the water from the breeding containers 30. 

 

Some larvae may have dived to the filling inlet 32 after the 15 

completion of the previous step 185. The additional water from 

the filling water pump 54 in this step 187 advantageously acts 

to push the water in the filling inlet 32 with any larvae to 

the breeding containers 30, where this water with the larvae 

can be purged from the breeding containers 30. 20 

 

The purging water pump 79 may also not be able to remove all 

water from the purging outlet 34 and all water from the pipe 

24 once the water level reaches a pre-determined low level. 

Some water with larvae may remain in the purging outlet 34 and 25 

in the pipe 24 at the end of the previous step 185. The step 

187 then advantageously acts to add more water to the breeding 

containers 30 in order to raise the water level above the pre-

determined low level. This allows the purging water pump 79 to 

remove the remaining water with any larvae in the purging out-30 

let 34 and in the pipe 24 to the purging container 74 and from 

there to the drain. 
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A step 188 of not energizing the filling water pump 54 and en-

ergizing the purging water pump 79 is then performed. The 

filling water pump 54 stops working while the purging water 

pump 79 removes the water from the breeding containers 30. 

This step 185 has a period of about 7 minutes. The larvae in 5 

the water are then essentially removed from the breeding con-

tainers 30. 

 

Both the filling water pump 54 and the purging water pump 79 

then cease working for a period of about 2 hour and 45 10 

minutes, in a step 189. 

 

Fig. 26 shows an alternative of the operating main cycle 175 

of Fig. 23. Fig. 26 show a third operating main cycle 200 of 

the method of operating the mosquito trap 10 of Fig. 17. 15 

 

The main cycle 200 begins with a filling micro-cycle 201 that 

has a period of about 3 hours. The filling micro-cycle 201 in-

cludes steps of the filling micro-cycle 177 and is intended 

for filling the breeding containers 30 with water. 20 

 

The filling micro-cycle 201 is following by a main cleaning 

cycle 202 for removing any mosquito eggs and larvae from the 

mosquito trap 10. The main cleaning cycle 202 includes three 

consecutive micro-cleaning cycles 206, 208, and 210. Each of 25 

the micro-cleaning cycles 206, 208, and 210 includes a filling 

micro-cycle, which is followed by a purging micro-cycle. The 

said filling micro-cycle includes steps of the filling micro-

cycle 177 and it has a period of about 3 hours. The said purg-

ing micro-cycle includes steps of the purging micro-cycle 176 30 

and it has a period of about 3 hours. 

 

The cleaning cycle 202 is followed a breeding period 214. The 

water in the breeding containers 30 are then allowed to rest. 
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In other words, the water in the breeding containers 30 is 

still and not moving. The breeding step 214 enables chlorine 

in the water to be released. Larvae odor is also allowed to 

spread to around the breeding containers 30. These actions en-

courage the mosquitoes to lay their eggs in the breeding con-5 

tainers 30.  

 

The water in breeding containers 30 are later removed, in a 

purging step 216, which has a period of about 3 hour. 

 10 

Fig. 27 shows a frequency 300 of measurements of the main cy-

cle 200. The frequency 300 is selected such that sensor read-

ings and pump current readings measure and capture every 

change of state of the mosquito trap 10, even with a small 

tolerance of inaccuracy of the measurement time. 15 

 

The mosquito trap 10 provides several modes, namely a diagnos-

tic mode, a talking mode, and a supervisor mode. 

 

In the diagnostic mode, the local server 111 sends an SMS that 20 

comprises the sensor readings and the pump current readings 

with time stamp after each change of state of the mosquito 

trap 10. 

 

In the talking mode, the local server 111 sends an SMS that 25 

comprises the sensor readings and the pump readings with time 

stamp after each completion of micro-cycle of the mosquito 

trap 10. 

 

In the supervisor mode, the local server 111 sends an SMS that 30 

comprises the sensor readings and the pump current readings 

with time stamp after each completion of main cycle of the 

mosquito trap 10. 
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Fig. 28 shows a display 310 of the local server 111 of the 

mosquito trap 10. The display 310 shows a serial number 312 of 

the mosquito trap 10, current time 314, a state 316 of the 

filling water pump 54 with a state 318 of the purging pump 79, 

as well as measured water levels 320 of the breeding contain-5 

ers 30, of the filling container 40, and of the purging con-

tainer 74. The display 310 also shows a selected mode 322 of 

the mosquito trap 10.  

 

Fig. 29 shows a report 330 of the local server 111 of the mos-10 

quito trap 10. The local server 111 sends the report 330 to a 

user. The local server 111 also sends the report 330 to the 

mosquito management web server 125, which stores the report 

330. 

 15 

Similarly, the current detector acts a three state sensor to 

provide an electrical current reading of a water pump, namely 

an off electrical current state reading, an on electrical cur-

rent state reading, and an overload electrical current state 

reading. The state readings enable the local server to detect 20 

changes of state of the water pump. 

 

Fig. 30 shows an embodiment the mosquito trap 10. Fig. 30 de-

picts a mosquito trap 10a that includes parts of the mosquito 

trap 10. The mosquito trap 10a includes a plurality of Light 25 

Emitting Diode (LED) 335. Each LED 335 is placed in one breed-

ing container 30.  

 

The LEDs 335 are activated to emit light rays in an on and off 

manner during purging of the breeding containers 30. In other 30 

words, the LEDs 335 blink during the purging. The blinking of 

the LEDs 335 acts to disturb any larvae in water of the breed-

ing containers 30. When disturbed, larvae usually intuitively 

dive or move quickly to the bottom of the breeding containers. 
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This enables easy gathering and directing of the larva to the 

purging outlet 34, and from there to the water pipe 24 and 

from there to the purging container 74. 

 

Fig. 31 shows an embodiment of the mosquito trap 10. Fig. 31 5 

depicts a mosquito trap 10b that includes parts of the mosqui-

to trap 10. The mosquito trap 10b also includes an improved 

purging water pump 79a. The purging water pump 79a comprises a 

water inlet 340.  

 10 

The purging water pump 79a rests here on a lowered platform 

such that the water inlet 340 is placed below the purging in-

let 77 by a length l. In short, the water inlet 340 is posi-

tioned below an inner tube of the water pipe 24. 

 15 

In use, the purging water pump 79a serves to move in the purg-

ing container 74 to its water inlet 340, to the water outlet 

81, to the outside of the purging container 74, and from there 

to the drain. 

 20 

The water inlet 340 allows water in the purging container 74 

to enter the purging water pump 79a.  

 

The position of the water inlet 340 then advantageously ena-

bles water in the pipe 24 to flow to the purging container 74, 25 

then enables water in the purging outlet 34 to flow to the 

pipe 24, and then enables water in the breeding containers 30 

to flow to the purging outlet 34. 

 

The purging water pump 79a is unable to water from the purging 30 

container 74 when the water level in the purging container 74 

falls below a pre-determined minimum operating water level. In 

this case, the pre-determined low level corresponds to a low-

est level of the water inlet 340. 
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The water inlet 340 is positioned below the purging inlet 77 

and below the pipe water 24. In effect, the pre-determined low 

level is placed below the purging inlet 77 or below the water 

pipe 24. In effect, this allows the purging water pump 79a to 5 

remove all water from the water pipe 24 and all water from the 

purging outlet 34. 

 

When disturbed, larvae in the breeding containers 30 can dive 

to the purging outlet 34. These larvae in the purging outlet 10 

34 can be then advantageously be moved to the water pipe 24, 

to the purging inlet 77, and to the purging container 74.  

 

In a general sense, the purging water pump 79a is positioned 

such that its pre-determined minimum operating water level is 15 

placed below the purging inlet 77 and below the water pipe 24. 

 

Fig. 32 shows an embodiment of the mosquito management web 

server 125.  

 20 

The web server 125 is communicatively connected to a plurality 

of mosquito traps 10. 

 

The web server 125 includes a cloud computing system 345, 

which comprises a load balancer unit 350 and several computer 25 

servers 352. The load balancer unit 350 is connected to com-

puter servers 352. 

 

In use, the load balancer unit 350 receives computing requests 

from users and from the local servers 111 of the mosquitoes 30 

traps 10.  

 

The load balancing unit 350 then determines a number of in-

stances of software applications that is required. 
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After this, the load balancer unit 350 allocates computing 

tasks, in the form of instances of applications, to the com-

puter servers 352. In other words, the load balancer unit 350 

starts or stops the instances on the computer servers 352. 5 

 

The allocation of tasks is done such that loads of the comput-

er servers 352 are essentially balanced or even. 

 

This structure advantageously enables the web server to scale 10 

up or down for handling requests of the users and the local 

servers 111.  

 

Fig. 33 depicts a part of a mosquito trap 10c, which is a var-

iant of the mosquito trap 10. The mosquito trap 10c includes 15 

parts of the mosquito trap 10.  

 

The mosquito trap 10c includes a cover 360 for the water inlet 

32 of the breeding container 30. The water inlet 32 is posi-

tioned essentially in the horizontal plane. 20 

 

Referring to the cover 360, it includes a hollow cylinder 363 

and a cap 365. 

 

The cylinder 363 has a vertical axis. A lower end of the hol-25 

low cylinder 363 is attached to the water inlet 32 while an 

upper end of the cylinder 363 is inserted into the cap 365. A 

cross-section area of the cylinder 363 is smaller than a 

cross-sectional area of the water inlet 32.  

 30 

In contrast, the cap 365 has a vertical cylindrical sidewall 

that includes a plurality of small openings or channels 370. A 

cross-section area of all channels 370 is smaller than a 
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cross-sectional area of the cylinder 363. The channels 370 ex-

tend in radial direction of the cover 360. 

 

During an activation of the filling water pump 54, water flows 

upward through the water inlet 32 into the breed container 30. 5 

In detail, water flows vertically from the water inlet 32 to 

the cylinder 363. The water then flows from the cylinder 363 

to the channels 370 of the cap 365 and to the breeding con-

tainer 30. 

 10 

Because of the different cross-sections, the flow rate of wa-

ter through the water inlet 32 is slower than the flow rate of 

the water through the hollow cylinder 363. Similarly, the flow 

rate of water through the cylinder 363 is slower than the flow 

rate of water through the channels 370. 15 

 

In use, the cover 360 allows water to flow from the water in-

let 32 to the breeding container 30 while the cover 360 en-

closes the water inlet 32 such that the enclosure prevents any 

larvae in the breeding container 30 from reaching the water 20 

inlet 32. 

 

In particular, the cylinder 353 and the cap 365 enclose the 

water inlet 32 to prevent any larvae in the breeding container 

30 from reaching the water inlet 32. 25 

 

The cylinder 353 acts a vertical throughput channel for allow-

ing water in the water inlet 32 to flow to the channels 370, 

and to the breeding container 30. 

 30 

The channels 370 act as radial throughput channels for allow-

ing water in the cylinder 353 to flow to the breeding contain-

er 30. 
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The sizes of the channels 370 are adapted such that the chan-

nels 370 hinder any larvae in the breeding container 30 from 

entering into the cylinder 353.  

 

Furthermore, the fast rate flow of the water through the chan-5 

nels 370, during the activation of the filling water pump 54, 

also acts to keep any larva in the breeding container 30 from 

reaching the channels 370. In effect, the small cross-sections 

of the channels 370 act as a throughput cross-section for in-

creasing speed of water through the throughput cross-section 10 

in order to prevent any larvae in the breeding container 30 

from swimming to the water inlet 32. 

 

Fig. 34 shows a flow chart 410 of an intelligent method of op-

erating the mosquito trap 10. 15 

 

The flow chart 410 includes a self-identification process 420. 

During a setup or a powering up of the mosquito trap 10, the 

local server 111 to send a notification email to the mosquito 

management web server 125. The email contains a unique serial 20 

number, geographical positional data, a short description of 

its location, and sensor status of the mosquito trap 10. The 

email also contains a name with a corresponding mobile phone 

number of a person responsible for the setup or the powering 

up of the mosquito trap 10. 25 

 

This self-identification process 420 enables a decentralized 

set-up of the mosquito traps. Each mosquito trap can be set-up 

and its configuration can be reported back individually to the 

mosquito management web server 125. 30 

 

The method includes a time synchronization process 430. The 

time display 104 is arranged in the vicinity of the time dis-

plays 122 and 123. After this, the GPS receiver 102 obtains 
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time data from a satellite and the time display 104 shows this 

time data. A user then synchronized the time data of the time 

displays 122 and 123 with the displayed time data of the time 

display 104. The user afterward takes a photograph of the time 

display 104 together with the time displays 122 and 123. The 5 

photograph is then stored for future reference. The photograph 

provides quality control and increase security of the set-up 

of the mosquito trap 10. 

 

The method also comprises a registration process 440. The reg-10 

istration process 440 comprises providing data of a responsi-

ble person to the local server 111. After this, the responsi-

ble person receives messages regarding status of the mosquito 

trap 10 via SMS (Short Message Service) from the local server 

111 or from the mosquito management web server 125. The re-15 

sponsible person then acknowledge receipt of the SMS message 

by sending an acknowledgement SMS message to the local server 

111 or to the mosquito management web server 125. The respon-

sible person later reacts or responds to the received messag-

es. In a general sense, the SMS can be replaced by an email. 20 

 

The method also includes a data compilation process 450. The 

local server 111 receives raw data from several sensors, name-

ly the water level sensors 112, 114, and 116 and the ammeters 

113 and 121. 25 

 

The raw data comprises state measurements for reducing amount 

of transfer data. In detail, the water level sensors 112, 114, 

and 116 send low or high water level state data to the local 

server 111. The ammeters 113 and 121 send off, on, or overload 30 

current state data to the local server 111. 

 

The local server 111 then compiles one report from the raw da-

ta from the several sensors for sending to the mosquito man-
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agement web server 125. The compiled report provides an over-

all status of the mosquito trap 10 and not just a status of 

one part of the mosquito trap 10. 

 

Furthermore, the compiled report comprises relevant data that 5 

is extracted from the raw data for reduced the amount of data 

transfer. The relevant data includes just state change data. 

 

Fig. 35 shows a state diagram 460 with arrows marking state 

changes. 10 

 

The compiled report with a reduced file size provides several 

advantages. The reduced file size allows for quicker transmis-

sion of data. A smaller bandwidth is thus needed to support 

the data transmission. The reduced file size also reduces data 15 

package collisions. The package collisions act to increase 

transmission time of the report. 

 

The mosquito management web server 125 is intended for receiv-

ing data from a plurality of local servers, which can be sev-20 

eral hundred or thousands for a full implementation of the 

mosquito traps. The effect of type of data provided by each 

local server is thus magnified many times for the mosquito 

management web server 125. 

 25 

In short, the embodiments shows an intelligent control module, 

which evaluates, converts, and compiles data stream from sen-

sors into data packets to reduce bandwidth and reduce colli-

sion of data packets. 

 30 

The embodiment also shows a wireless interface for providing a 

data link between the intelligent control module and the cen-

tral server. 
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In particular, the embodiment also shows a wireless interface 

for providing a data link between sensors and a local server. 

The embodiment also shows wireless interfaces for providing 

data links between the sensors and a central server. 

 5 

The sensors include water level detectors and electrical cur-

rent detectors. 

 

The water level detector acts a two state sensor to provide a 

state reading of a water level, namely a high water level 10 

state reading and a low water level state reading. These state 

readings allow the local server to detect changes of state of 

the water level. 

 

The embodiments can also be described with the following lists 15 

of features or elements being organized into an item list. The 

respective combinations of features, which are disclosed in 

the item list, are regarded as independent subject matter, re-

spectively, that can also be combined with other features of 

the application. 20 

 

[a water pump with an operating low water level being placed a 

purging tube] 

 

1. An apparatus for attracting mosquitoes, the apparatus 25 

comprising 

at least one breeding container, the breeding con-

tainer comprising a water outlet being provided at a bot-

tom of the breeding container, and a water inlet being 

provided at the breeding container, 30 

a purging container with a purging pump, the purging 

pump being provided for transferring water out of the 

purging container, and 
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a purging tube being connected to the purging con-

tainer and to the at least one outlet of the at least one 

breeding container, the purging tube being provided for 

transferring water [with any egg or larvae of mosquitoes 

by gravitational force] from the at least one breeding 5 

container to the purging container, 

wherein 

the purging pump is provided with a pre-determined oper-

ating low water level, which is positioned below the 

purging tube. 10 

 

[a breeding container with an inclined bottom surface] 

 

2. An apparatus for attracting mosquitoes, the apparatus 

comprising 15 

at least one breeding container, the breeding con-

tainer comprising a water outlet being provided at a bot-

tom of the breeding container, 

a purging container with a purging pump, the purging 

pump being provided for transferring water in the purging 20 

container out of the purging container, and 

a purging tube being connected to the purging con-

tainer and to the at least on outlet of the at least one 

breeding container, the purging tube being provided for 

transferring water [with any egg or larvae of the mosqui-25 

toes by gravitational force] from the least one breeding 

container to the purging container, 

wherein 

- the breeding container further comprises an inclined 

[inner] bottom surface, 30 

- a bottom portion of the inclined [inner] bottom sur-

face is connected to its water outlet, and 

- the inclined [inner] bottom surface is provided [for 

urging any egg and larva of mosquitoes in the breeding 
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container towards its water outlet during the removal of 

water from the at least one breeding container] at the 

lowest area of the inclined inner bottom surface. 

 

[a purging pump with larvae cutting blades] 5 

 

3. An apparatus for attracting mosquitoes, the apparatus 

comprising 

at least one breeding container, each breeding con-

tainer comprising a water outlet being provided at a bot-10 

tom of the breeding container, 

a purging container with a purging pump, the purging 

pump being provided for transferring water with any lar-

vae in the purging container out of the purging contain-

er, and 15 

a purging tube being connected to the purging con-

tainer and to the at least one outlet of the at least one 

breeding container, the purging tube being provided for 

transferring water [with any egg or larvae by gravita-

tional force] from the least one breeding container to 20 

the purging container, 

wherein 

the purging pump comprises  

- at least one blade for cutting any [eggs and/or] 

larvae in the water being transferred out of the purging 25 

container and 

- a water return outlet for channeling a portion of 

the water [with any larvae] being transferred out of the 

purging container back to the purging container [, the 

cut larvae returns to the purging container to provide an 30 

odor for spread to around the breeding container]. 

 

4. The apparatus according to item 3 further comprising 
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a cover being provided over the at least one breeding 

container and the purging container for allowing larvae 

odor [from the cut larvae] to spread from the purging 

container to around the at least one breeding container] 

 5 

[a light source for disturbing larvae] 

 

5. An apparatus for attracting mosquitoes, the apparatus 

comprising 

at least one breeding container, the breeding con-10 

tainer comprising a water outlet being provided at a bot-

tom of the breeding container, and a water inlet being 

provided at the breeding container, 

a purging container with a purging pump, the purging 

pump being provided for transferring water out of the 15 

purging container, and 

a purging tube being connected to the purging con-

tainer and to the at least one outlet of the at least one 

breeding container, the purging tube being provided for 

transferring water [with any egg or larvae of mosquitoes 20 

by gravitational force] from the at least one breeding 

container to the purging container, 

wherein the apparatus further comprising  

an operable [blinking] light source being provided for 

each breeding container for disturbing any larvae in the 25 

breeding container before and/or during purging of the 

breeding container. 

 

[The disturbed larvae usually dive to bottom of breeding 

container for easy moving to the outlet of the breeding 30 

container.] 

 

6. The apparatus according to one of the above-mentioned 

items further comprising 
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- a filling container with a filling pump, the filling 

pump being provided for transferring water to the filling 

container, and  

- a filling tube being connected to the filling con-

tainer and to the water inlet of the breeding container, 5 

the filling tube being provided for transferring water 

from the filling container to the breeding container. 

 

7. The apparatus according to one of the above-mentioned 

items, wherein 10 

the breeding container comprises a mosquito bait [, such 

as a coconut husk,] for attracting mosquitoes to the 

breeding container [for depositing their eggs]. 

 

8. The apparatus according to one of the above-mentioned 15 

items further comprising 

a filling pump power supply timer switch being connected 

to the filling pump for activating the filling pump at a 

pre-determined time. 

 20 

9. The apparatus according to one of the above-mentioned 

items further comprising 

a purging pump power supply timer switch being connected 

to the purging pump for activating the purging at a pre-

determined time. 25 

 

10. The apparatus according to one of the above-mentioned 

items further comprising 

a hibernation valve being placed at a bottom part of the 

purging container for releasing water from the purging 30 

container. 

 

[a breeding container with a water inlet that comprises a cov-

er] 
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11. An apparatus for attracting mosquitoes, the apparatus 

comprising 

a least one breeding container with an water inlet, 

wherein 5 

the water inlet comprising a cover for covering the water 

inlet in a vertical direction. 

 

12. The apparatus according to item 11, wherein 

the cover comprises a throughput cross-section, which is 10 

smaller than a cross-section of the water inlet (for in-

creasing speed of water through the throughput cross-

section-> larvae cannot swim in to the water inlet). 

 

13. The apparatus according to item 11 or 12, wherein  15 

the cover comprises a plurality of throughput channels, 

wherein the throughput channel extends outward in a radi-

cal direction. 

 

14. The apparatus according to one of items 11 to 13, wherein 20 

the cover comprises a plurality of a further throughput 

channel, wherein the further throughput channel extends 

downward in vertical direction. 

 

[a control processor for monitoring an electrical current of a 25 

filling pump] 

 

15. An apparatus for attracting mosquitoes, the apparatus 

comprising 

a filling pump for transferring water to a filling 30 

container, the filling container is provided for trans-

ferring water to at least one breeding container [by 

gravitational force], and 

wherein the apparatus further comprises 
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- an ammeter for measuring an electrical current of 

the filling pump and 

- a processor is provided  

for obtaining an electrical current measurement from the 

ammeter,  5 

for comparing a pattern of the electrical current meas-

urement from the ammeter with a pre-determined filling 

pump electrical current pattern, and  

for sending an alert message [to a user] when the pattern 

of the electrical current measurement from the ammeter 10 

falls outside the pre-determined filling pump electrical 

current pattern. 

 

[the pattern comprises minimum current level, maximum current 

level, and duration ] 15 

 

[a control process for monitoring an electrical current of a 

purging pump] 

 

16. An apparatus for attracting mosquitoes, the apparatus 20 

comprising 

a purging pump for transferring water out of a purg-

ing container, the purging container is provided is re-

ceiving water from at least one breeding container [by 

gravitational force], 25 

wherein the apparatus further comprises 

- an ammeter for measuring an electrical current of 

the purging pump, 

- a processor is provided 

for obtaining an electrical current measurement from the 30 

ammeter, 

for comparing a pattern of the electrical current meas-

urement from the ammeter with a pre-determined purging 

pump electrical current pattern, and 
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for sending an alert message [to a user] when the pattern 

of the electrical current measurement from the ammeter 

falls outside the pre-determined purging pump electrical 

current pattern. 

 5 

[a processor for monitoring a water level of a breeding con-

tainer] 

 

17. An apparatus for attracting mosquitoes, the apparatus 

comprising 10 

at least one breeding container for attracting mos-

quitoes to deposit their eggs,  

wherein  

- each breeding container comprises a breeding con-

tainer sensor for measuring a water level of the breeding 15 

container, and 

- the apparatus further comprises a processor being 

provided  

for obtaining a water level measurement from the breeding 

container sensor, 20 

for comparing a pattern of the water level measurement 

from the breeding container sensor with a pre-determined 

breeding container water level pattern, and 

for sending an alert message when the pattern of the con-

tainer water level measurement from the breeding contain-25 

er sensor falls outside the pre-determined breeding con-

tainer water level pattern. 

 

18. The apparatus according to item 17 further comprising 

- a filling container for providing water to the at 30 

least one breeding container, 

- a filling container sensor for measuring a water 

level of the filling container, and 

- a processor being provided 
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for obtaining a water level measurement from the filling 

container sensor, 

for comparing a pattern of the water level measurement 

from the filling container sensor with a pre-determined 

filling container water level pattern, and 5 

for sending an alert message when the pattern of the wa-

ter level measurement from the filling container sensor 

falls outside the pre-determined filling container water 

level pattern. 

 10 

19. The apparatus according to item 17 or 18 further compris-

ing 

- a purging container for receiving water from the at 

least one breeding container, 

- a purging container sensor for measuring a water 15 

level of the purging container, and 

- a processor being provided 

for obtaining a water level measurement from the purging 

container sensor, 

for comparing a pattern of the water level measurement 20 

from the purging container sensor with a pre-determined 

purging container water level pattern, and 

for sending an alert message when the pattern of the wa-

ter level measurement from the purging container sensor 

falls outside the pre-determined purging container water 25 

level pattern. 

 

[displays of pump timer switches being provided in vicinity a 

satellite time display] 

 30 

20. An apparatus for attracting mosquitoes, the apparatus 

comprising 

a filling pump for transferring water to a filling 

container, the filling container is provided for trans-
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ferring water to at least one breeding container [by 

gravitational force],  

a filling pump timer switch for connecting a filling 

pump power supply to the filling pump, the filling pump 

timer switch comprises a filling pump timer display for 5 

displaying a timing of the filling pump timer switch, 

a purging pump for transferring water out of a purg-

ing container, the purging container is provided is re-

ceiving water from the at least one breeding container 

[by gravitational force], 10 

a purging pump timer switch for connecting a purging 

pump power supply to the purging pump, the purging pump 

timer switch comprises a purging pump timer display for 

displaying a timing of the purging pump timer switch, 

a satellite receiver for receiving a timing infor-15 

mation from a satellite, the satellite receiver compris-

ing a satellite receiver time display for displaying the 

timing information, 

wherein 

the filling pump timer display, the purging pump timer 20 

display, and the satellite receiver time display are ar-

ranged in vicinity to each other. 

 

21. A device for managing a mosquito trap, the system com-

prising 25 

at least two time switches, 

at least one water level sensors, and/or  

at least one electrical current sensor, 

a control module with pre-determined time windows 

for state of change,  30 

wherein, if a deviation pattern occurs, the control mod-

ule sends out an alert message to a mobile device and/or 

a central server (maintenance). 
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[not sending raw data to central server] 

 

22. The device according to item 21, wherein 

the control is adapted to transmit compiled data [, which 

reduces data for easier maintenance, etc]. 5 

 

[using cut larvae odor to attract mosquito] 

 

23. A method of operating a mosquito trap, the method com-

prising 10 

[a purging pump] moving water with any [eggs and/or] 

larvae from a breeding container to a purging container, 

moving the water with any [eggs and/or] larvae from 

the purging container to outside of the purging container 

and cutting any [eggs and/or] larvae in the water [by 15 

blades of the purging pump], and 

returning a portion of the water with any larvae to 

the purging container. 

 

24. The method according to claim 23 further comprising 20 

spreading of odor of the [cut] larvae from the purging 

container to around the breeding container. 

 

[inclined bottom surface of breeding container urging larvae 

towards an outlet of the breeding container] 25 

 

25. A method of operating a mosquito trap, the method com-

prising 

[a filling pump] transferring water to an inlet of a 

breeding container [by gravitational force] and 30 

[a purging pump] transferring the water with any 

[eggs and/or] larvae in the breeding container to an out-

let of the breeding container, wherein an inclined bottom 
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surface of the breeding container urges [the eggs and/or] 

the larvae to the outlet of the breeding container. 

 

[disturbing larvae in the breeding container] 

 5 

26. A method of operating a mosquito trap, the method com-

prising 

[a filling pump] transferring water to an inlet of a 

breeding container, 

providing light rays to disturb any larva in the 10 

breeding container, and 

[a purging pump] transferring the water with any 

[eggs and/or] larvae in the breeding container to an out-

let of the breeding container. 

 15 

[monitoring a pattern of an electrical current of a filling 

pump] 

 

27. A method of managing a mosquito trap, the method compris-

ing 20 

obtaining an electrical current measurement of a 

filling pump at a pre-determined time, the filling pump 

is provided for transfer water to a filling container, 

the water in the filling container is provided for flow-

ing to at least one mosquito breeding container [by grav-25 

itational force], 

comparing a pattern the [obtained] electrical cur-

rent measurement of the filling pump with a pre-

determined filling pump electrical current pattern, and 

sending an alert message when the pattern of the 30 

[obtained] electrical current measurement of the filling 

pump falls outside the pre-determined filling pump elec-

trical current pattern. 
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[monitoring a pattern of an electrical current of a purging 

pump] 

 

28. A method of managing a mosquito trap, the method compris-

ing 5 

obtaining an electrical current measurement of a 

purging pump at a pre-determined time, the purging pump 

is provided for transferring water out of a purging con-

tainer, the purging container is provided for receiving 

water from at least one mosquito breeding container, 10 

comparing a pattern of the [obtained] electrical 

current measurement of the purging pump with a pre-

determined purging pump electrical current pattern, and 

sending an alert message when the pattern of the 

[obtained] electrical current measurement of the purging 15 

pump falls outside the pre-determined purging pump elec-

trical current pattern. 

 

[monitoring a pattern of a water level of a breeding contain-

er] 20 

 

29. A method of managing a mosquito trap, the method compris-

ing 

obtaining a water level measurement of a breeding 

container at a pre-determined time, 25 

comparing a pattern of the [obtained] water level 

measurement of the breeding container with a pre-

determined breeding container water level pattern, and 

sending an alert message when the pattern of the 

[obtained] water level measurement of the breeding con-30 

tainer falls outside the pre-determined breeding contain-

er water level pattern. 

 

30. The method according to item 29 further comprising 
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obtaining a water level measurement of a filling 

container at a pre-determined time, the filling container 

is provided for providing water to the breeding contain-

er, 

comparing the [obtained] filling container water 5 

level measurement with a pre-determined filling container 

water level pattern, and 

sending an alert message when the [obtained] filling 

container water level measurement falls outside the pre-

determined filling container water level pattern. 10 

 

31. The method according to item 29 or 30 further comprising 

obtaining a water level measurement of a purging 

container at a pre-determined time, the purging container 

is provided for receiving water from the breeding con-15 

tainer, 

comparing a pattern of the [obtained] water level 

measurement of the purging container with a pre-

determined purging container water level pattern, and 

sending an alert message when the pattern of the 20 

[obtained] water level measurement of the purging con-

tainer falls outside the pre-determined purging container 

water level pattern. 

 

Although the above description contains much specificity, this 25 

should not be construed as limiting the scope of the embodi-

ments but merely providing illustration of the foreseeable em-

bodiments. The above stated advantages of the embodiments 

should not be construed especially as limiting the scope of 

the embodiments but merely to explain possible achievements if 30 

the described embodiments are put into practice. Thus, the 

scope of the embodiments should be determined by the claims 

and their equivalents, rather than by the examples given. 
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REFERENCE LIST 

 

10 mosquito trap 

10a mosquito trap 

10b mosquito trap 5 

13 mosquito harvest module 

16 control module 

19 filling unit 

20 water pipe 

22 purging unit 10 

24 water pipe 

26 mosquito-breeding unit 

27 larvae odor lid 

28 mosquito opening 

30 breeding container 15 

31 cut-out section 

32 filling inlet 

33 opening 

34 purging outlet 

35 tube 20 

36 rod 

37 water source 

38 concrete 

39 metal strip 

40 filling container 25 

41 wire 

43 filling outlet 

44 inclined bottom surface 

45 water 

46 coconut husk bait 30 

47 overflow outlet 

48 fastening means 

49 female mosquito 

51 eggs 
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50 water source container 

54 filling water pump 

57 ballcock 

60 water source outlet 

63 valve 5 

64 water supply line 

67 hollow float 

70 rod 

74 purging container 

77 purging inlet 10 

79 purging water pump 

79a purging water pump 

81 outlet 

82 centrifugal pump 

83 pipe 15 

84 water pump inlet 

85 larvae cutting blade 

86 larvae-return outlet 

90 barrier 

100 camera 20 

102 GPS receiver 

102 wireless GPS receiver 

103 purging unit interface 

103a wireless purging unit interface 

104 time display 25 

106 mobile computing device 

107 filling unit interface 

107a wireless filling unit interface 

108 breeding unit interface 

108a wireless breeding unit interface 30 

109 communication interface 

110 WLAN router 

111 local server 

112 water level sensor 
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113 ammeter 

114 water level sensor 

115 electrical power supply 

116 water level sensor 

117 electrical power supply 5 

118 power supply timer switch 

119 power supply timer switch 

120 computing cloud 

121 ammeter 

122 time display 10 

123 time display 

125 mosquito management web server 

127 user computing terminal 

130 timer device 

131 time display 15 

132 main power source 

134 backup power source 

135 water pump 

136 clock 

137 step down transformer 20 

138 switch 

140 water level sensor device 

142 floating body 

148 electrical cable 

149 LED 25 

152 metal pin 

155 elongated cylindrical plug 

158 movable metal ball 

160 pin weight 

162 plug float 30 

164 elongated metal cylinder 

165 operating main cycle 

166 filling micro-cycle 

167 purging micro-cycle 
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168 step 

171 step 

172 step 

173 step 

175 operating main cycle 5 

176 purging micro-cycle  

177 filling micro-cycle  

179 step 

181 step 

183 step 10 

185 step 

187 step 

188 step 

189 step 

200 main cycle 15 

202 cleaning cycle 

204 operating cycle 

206 cleaning micro-cycle 

208 cleaning micro-cycle 

210 cleaning micro-cycle 20 

212 filling step 

214 breeding step 

216 purging step 

220 flow chart 

225 flow chart 25 

235 step 

240 step 

245 step 

250 step 

255 step 30 

260 step 

265 step 

270 flow chart 

271 filling step 
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272 purging step 

274 step 

282 step 

284 step 

285 step 5 

289 step 

292 step 

300 frequency 

310 local server display 

312 serial number 10 

314 time 

316 state 

318 state 

320 measured water levels 

322 mode 15 

330 report 

335 LED 

340 water inlet 

345 cloud computing system 

350 load balancer unit 20 

352 computer server 

360 cover 

363 cylinder 

365 cap 

370 channel 25 

410 flow chart 

420 process 

430 process 

440 process 

450 process 30 

460 diagram 

d outlet height difference 

h pre-determined water level height 

l length  
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CLAIMS 

1. An apparatus for attracting mosquitoes, the apparatus 

comprising 

at least one breeding container, the breeding con-

tainer comprising a water outlet being provided at a bot-5 

tom of the breeding container, and a water inlet being 

provided at the breeding container, 

a purging container with a purging pump, the purging 

pump being provided for transferring water out of the 

purging container, and 10 

a purging tube being connected to the purging con-

tainer and to the at least one outlet of the at least one 

breeding container, the purging tube being provided for 

transferring water [with any egg or larvae of mosquitoes 

by gravitational force] from the at least one breeding 15 

container to the purging container, 

wherein 

the purging pump is provided with a pre-determined oper-

ating low water level, which is positioned below the 

purging tube. 20 
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ABSTRACT 

 

MOSQUITO TRAP 

 

This application provides an apparatus for attracting mosqui-5 

toes. The apparatus comprises at least one breeding container, 

a purging container with a purging pump, and a purging tube. 

The breeding container comprises a water outlet being provided 

at a bottom of the breeding container. The purging pump is 

provided for transferring water out of the purging container. 10 

The purging tube is provided for transferring water from the 

at least one breeding container to the purging container. The 

purging tube is connected to the purging container and to the 

at least one outlet of the at least one breeding container. 

The purging pump is provided with a pre-determined operating 15 

low water level, which is positioned below the purging tube. 

 

(Fig. 1) 
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